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25 November 2011 
By email to submissions@cflc.gov in pdf format 

Comlllodity [<'utmes Trading COlllmission 
Three Lnfayette Centre 
1155 21st Street, NW 
Washington, DC 2058 I 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

ICE Clear Europe Limited - Regulation 40.6 Self-Certification 

ICE Clear Europe Limited ("ICE Clear"), a derivatives clearing organization and a private limited 
compflny organized under the laws of England and Wales, hereby submits rule amendments pursuant to 
CFTC Regu lation 40.6, effective 12 Decem bel' 20 11. 

Please find enclosed: 

I. a submission cover sheet; aild, 
2. the text of the proposed rule flmendl11ents. 

The proposed rule amendments relate to the Clearing House's designated payments system. 

ICE Clear hereby eeliifies that the proposed rule amendments comply with the applicable provisions of 
the Commodity Exchange Act, including the DCO core principles and the Commission's regulations 
thereunder. . 

The proposed nJle amenc\ments have been provided to ICE Clear Clearing Members by Circular C 1 1/169 
(https;llwww.theice.colll/pubJicdocs/elearemope/circularsIC I 1169.pdf find 
https;//www.theice.c01l1/pubi iedocs/elear elll'ope/circulars/C 11169 at! I.p-d f). 

ICE Clear has received no opposing views in relation to the proposed I'l1le amendll1eilts. 

If you have allY fllliher questions, or require any further infor111ation, please feel free to call the 
undersigned Ilt +44 (0)20 7065 7738. 

Y~~I~~~aithfl1I1Y. )" 
A (,/V\/\/\f,t,bvV\" 

t'~{trick Davis - Head of Legal and Company Secretary 
ICE Clear Europe Limited 
Tel: +44 (0) 20706577381 Fax: +44 (0) 2076384964 
patrick.davis@theice.coill 
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ICE Clear Europesm 

Clearing Rules 
[~~2011 SED CHANGES] 

16 July 2011 



lPart 12 Settlement Finality Regulations and Companies Act 1989 

Rule 1201 Introduction and Interpretation 

(a) The Clearing House is the system operator of a Designated System for the purposes of 
the Settlement Finality Regulations in respect of Transfer Orders. In addition, Part VII 
of the Companies Act 1989 applies in respect of Contracts, the 'default rules' and 
'default proceedings' of the Clearing House and certain other matters related to the 
Clearing House. 

(b) Clearing Members are subject to various obligations and requirements as a result of the 
Settlement Finality Regulations and Companies Act 1989. Clearing Members must 
comply with, facilitate compliance by the Clearing House with, and comply with any 
action taken by the Clearing House pursuant to, the Settlement Finality Regulations or 
the Companies Act 1989. Furthermore, various modifications to Applicable Laws 
relating to Insolvency affecting Clearing Members apply pursuant to the Settlement 
Finality Regulations and Companies Act 1989. 

~ The term "AFI Agreement" means a payment services agreement between the 
Clearing House and an Approved Financial Institution. 

~ The term "Custodian" means any custodian. sub-custodian. nominee. agent. depository 
or settlement system used by a Clearing Member or the Clearing House for the holding 
or transfer of Non-Cash Collateral that is subject of a Collateral Transfer Order 
provided that such person is a 'participant' (as defined in the Settlement Finalitv 
Regulations) in the Designated System (and this Pati 12 shall apply equally to any 
Insolvency Practitioner appointed for. or with powers in respect of. such a person). 

~ Ee1-The term "Default Arrangements" means the Rules and Procedures relating to, or 
that can be exercised upon, an Event of Default including, without limitation, all ofPati 
9 and Part 11 and this Pati 12 of the Rules and Procedures relating thereto and any and 
all actions, omissions, powers and arrangements ofthe Clearing House pursuant to such 
Rules or Procedures. 

ill EEl1-The tetID "Designated System" means the standm'disedsystem operated by the 
Clearing House consisting of the formal arrangements, between the Clearing House and 
Paliicipants including the common rules and procedures, as set out inCincluding the 
Rules and the Procedures;.) and the standardised arrangements Cincluding the AFI 
Agreements. Clearing Membership Agreements and other agreements involving the 
Clearing House. Clearing Members and Approved Financial Institutions) and related 
functionality for the effecting of Transfer Orders between the Clearing House and 
Patiicipants which, inter alia: 

(i) eH:ahleenables the Clearing House to give instructions and to place at the 
disposal of Clearing Members amounts of money on the account of Approved 
Financial Institutions; 

(ii) eH:ahleenables Clearing Members to give instructions and to place at the 
disposal of the Clearing House amounts of money on the accounts of Approved 
Financial Institutions; 
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(iii) ~enables the Clearing House and Clearing Members to fulfil the 
obligations they incur in respect of Contracts and otherwise to one another 
pursuant to the Rules; 

(iv) ~enables transfers, assignments and novations of Contracts between 
Clearing Members or following a Default;--aRd 

ill enables transfers of Non-Cash Collateral to or to the order of the Clearing 
House and Clearing Members: 

(vi) enables Bilateral CDS Transactions to give rise to CDS Contracts: 

(vii) enables ICE OTC Block Transactions and ICE Futures Europe Block 
Transactions to give rise to Energy Contracts: 

(viii) facilitates physical settlement obligations under CDS Contracts: and 

Ox) (v) facilitate facilitates supplementary and incidental matters to the satisfaction 
of obligations pursuant to Contracts and the collection and payment of amounts 
due in respect of Contracts or Permitted Cover. 

w (e)-The term "Indirect Participant" means any Disclosed Principal Member or 
Customer, provided that: (i) it is an 'indirect participant', within the meaning of the 
Settlement Finality Regulations, in the Designated System; (ii) the identity of that 
Disclosed Principal Member or Customer has been notified to the Clearing House in 
writing by the Clearing Member; (iii) the Clearing House has accepted such notification 
and treatment as an indirect participant in writing (and this Pali 12 shall apply equally 
to any Insolvency Practitioner appointed for, or with powers in respect of, an Indirect 
Participant); and (iv) such Disclosed Principal Member or Customer has executed such 
agreement as is prescribed by the Clearing House from time to time in order for it to 
become contractually bound by these Rules and this Part 12 in patiicular . 

.au The term "Intermediary Financial Institution" means any bank or branch used by an 
Approved Financial Institution, whether as banker, corresponding banker, intermediary 
or agent. for the fulfilment of a Payment Transfer Order, that it is a 'pmiicipant' (as 
defined in the Settlement Finality Regulations) in the Designated System (and this Pati 
12 shall apply equally to any Insolvency Practitioner appointed for. or with powers in 
respect of. such a person). 

ill The term "Non-Cash Collateral" means any Permitted Cover that is in the form of an 
SFD Security. 

ill fI1-The term "Participant" means the Clearing House, each Clearing Member and each 
Approved Financial Institution, in the case of a Clearing Member or Approved 
Financial Institution to the extent that it is a 'participant' (as defined in the Settlement 
Finality Regulations) in the Designated System (and this Part 12 shall apply equally to 
any Insolvency Practitioner appointed for, or with powers in respect of, a Participant). 

!lQ Eg)--The term "Payment Transfer Order" means a payment transfer order (as defined 
in the Settlement Finality Regulations) that is an Open Offera New Contract Payment 
Transfer Order, CreditlDebit Payment Transfer Order, AFI-CB Payment Transfer 
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Order, or CB-AFI Payment Transfer Order or Insufficient Funds Payment Transfer 
Gffier-subject to this Pati 12. 

ill tfl1-The term "Securities Transfer Order" means a securities transfer order (as defined 
in the Settlement Finality Regulations) that is a Position Transfer Order. Collateral 
Transfer Order. Energy Block Clearing Order. CDS Clearing Order 01' CDS Physical 
Settlement Order subject to this Part 12. 

(m) The term "SFD Security" means a 'security'. as defined in the Settlement Finality 
Regulations. 

Wl (it-The term "Transfer Order" means a Payment Transfer Order or a Securities 
Transfer Order. 

!cl ffi-The term "ICE Post Trade and Clearing Systems" or the "ICE Systems" means 
the trade registration-arui", clearing processing and finance hardware and software used 
by the Clearing House and Clearing Members from time to time, as further described in 
the Procedures. 

uu El~No transfer orders (as defmed in the Settlement Finality Regulations) shall arise, 
enter the Designated System or become irrevocable under these Rules except as set out 
in this Part 12. 

!Ql EB-The Clearing House and each Clearing Member with a Pledged Collateral Account 
that is a Participant in the Designated System acknowledge and agree that: (i) all forms 
of Permitted Cover provided as Pledged Collateral constitute "realisable assets"; and (ii) 
Pledged Collateral is provided under a charge, repurchase or similar agreement for the 
purpose of securing rights and obligations potentially arising in connection with a 
designated system. Accordingly, the Clearing House and each such Clearing Member 
that is a Participant in the Designated System intend and agree that: (a) Pledged 
Collateral constitutes both "collateral security" and "collateral security in connection 
with participation in a designated system" for purposes of the Settlement Finality 
Regulations; and (b) the Clearing Membership Agreement, Pledged Collateral 
Addendum, Rules and Contracts insofar applicable to Pledged Collateral constitute a 
"collateral security charge" in respect of the Pledged Collateral, for purposes of the 
Settlement Finality Regulations. 

Rule 1202 Transfer Orders Arising 

(a) Subject to regulation 20 of the Settlement Finality Regulations, a Payment Transfer 
Order shall arise and shall enter the Designated System immediately and automatically 
upon: 

(i) in relation to a Contract that forms in accordance with Rule 401, at the point401 
(excluding any Energy Contract arising under Rule 40lCa)(vii) and further 
excluding any CDS Contract arising under Rule 401(a)(x) pursuant to a 
Bilateral CDS Transaction submitted for Weekly Clearing), at the time that a 
Contract arises under Rule 40 1 (!"'G-p~'such Payment Transfer Order, a 
"New Contract Payment Transfer Order"); 
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(ii) the Clearing House sending an instruction pursuant to Rule 302 (such Payment 
Transfer Order. a "CreditfDe.MDebit Payment Transfer Order"); 

(iii) the Clearing House sending an instruction by means of a SWIFT message, other 
electronic message, fax, telephone or other means to an Approved Financial 
Institution to transfer a sum of money from a Clearing House Account to an 
account of the Clearing House at the Concentration Bank (such Payment 
Transfer Order. a "AFI-CB Payment Transfer Order"); or 

(iv) the ClearingHouse sending an instruction by means ofa SWIFT message, other 
electronic message, fax, telephone or other means to a Concentration Bank to 
transfer a sum of money from an account of the Clearing House at the 
Concentration Bank to a Clearing House Account (such Payment Transfer 
Order. a "CB-AFI . Payment Transfer 
Order"). 

(v) the Clearing House receiving a notification pursuant to Rule 1205(b) 
{II]'~~~~ULU.1In 1l!.o".~~,~ 
~..II...~U1l.A~-=--"J-.ifC~.d.-C-A-.II.-Q:ll-.lf:a-'::::'-~Ji v.....;JlIUlIVI-----,. 

(b) Subject to regulation 20 of the Settlement Finality Regulations and only if both of the 
Clearing Members affected are Pm'ticipants, a Securities Transfer Order shall arise and 
shall enter the Designated System immediately and automatically upon: 

(i) if either: 

(A) the Clearing House, the relevant Market and the two Clearing Members 
involved (both being Pmticipants) have already agreed to a transfer, 
assignment or novation of Contracts from one Clearing Member to 
another Clearing Member pursuant to Rule 408(a)(i); or 

(B) the Clearing House has declared an Event ofDefauIt under Rule 901 and 
any Contracts to which a Defaulter is party are proposed to be 
transferred from the Defaulter to another Clearing Member (being a 
Participant) pursuant to the Clearing House's powers under Rule 
902(a)(i), Rule 903 or otherwise, 

in either case, instructions for settlement of the transfer, assignment or novation 
in question being effected through the ICE Systems at the relevant settlement 
transfer deadline for the relevant Contract (such Securities Transfer Order. 
a..."Position Transfer Order")~~ 

au the Clearing House accepts. through the ICE Systems. that a Clearing Member 
has validly requested either: 

!Al the transfer of Non-Cash Collateral to or to the order of the Clearing 
House: or 

!Ill a transfer to that Clearing Member or to its order of Non-Cash Collateral 

(such Securities Transfer Order. in either case. a "Collateral Transfer 
Order"); 
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(iii) the Clearing House receiving full, complete and conect information in relation 
to an ICE OTC Block Transaction or ICE Futures Europe Block Transaction 
from the relevant Market (such Securities Transfer Order, a "Energy Block 
Clearing Orderll); 

(iv) in respect of a Bilateral CDS Transaction submitted for Weekly Clearing, the 
Clearing House providing a report to a Clearing Member after it has checked 
whether a Bilateral CDS Transaction submitted for Clearing is consistent with 
the records submitted by another Clearing Member and with the records in 
Deriv/SERV (such Securities Transfer Order, a IIWeekly CDS Clearing 
Orderll); 

W in respect of a Bilateral CDS Transaction submitted for Trade Date Clearing, 
the Clearing House issuing an acceptance notice in accordance with Rule 
40lCa)(ix) to a Clearing Member through the ICE System (such Securities 
Transfer Order, a IITrade Date CDS Clearing Orderll and, together with a 
Weekly CDS Clearing Order, IICDS Clearing Orderll); or 

(vi) (A) the Clearing House being provided with a copy of a notice delivered by a 
Matched CDS Buyer to a Matched CDS Seller in a Matched Pair of a Notice of 
Physical Settlement in respect of Matched CDS Contracts, where the Notice of 
Physical Settlement specifies an instrument to be delivered that is an SFD 
Security; or (m the Clearing House being provided with a copy of a notice 
delivered by a Matched CDS Buyer to a Matched CDS Seller in a Matched Pair 
of a NOPS Amendment Notice in respect of Matched CDS Contracts, where the 
NOPS Amendment Notice specifies an instrument to be delivered that is an 
SFD Security but where the Notice of Physical Settlement (including, as 
amended by any previous NOPS Amendment Notice) had specified an 
instrument that is not an SFD Security as the instrument that was to be delivered 
(either such Securities Transfer Order, a IICDS Physical Settlement Ol'derll). 

(c) If two or more Transfer Orders exist in respect of the same obligation prior to becoming 
irrevocable, all such Transfer Orders shall be valid. No duplication of an obligation to 
pay shall arise as a result oftwo or more Transfer Orders existing in respect of the same 
obligation. 

(d) The status ofa Transfer Order shall not be affected by any calculation of Open Contract 
Position, netting, set off or closing out of a Contract to which it relates. 

( e) Each Payment Transfer Order shall apply and have effect in respect of the following 
amounts: 

(i) in the case of an Open Offera New Contract Payment Transfer Order, the 
amount due to or from the Clearing House pursuant to the Contract Terms as a 
result of the Contract to which the confirmation referred to in Rule 1202(a)(i) 
relates arisingt (which, for any CDS Contract arising as a result of Trade Date 
Clearing, is the Initial Payment); or 

(ii) in the case of a Credit/Debit Payment Transfer Order, AFI-CB Payment 
Transfer Order or CB-AFI Payment Transfer Order, the amount specified in the 
relevant instruction referred to in Rule 1202(a)t 
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C··) 111 in the case of an Insufficient Funds Payment Transfer Order, the amount 
determined pursuant to R,.lle 1205(b). 

(f) Each Position Transfer Order shall apply and have effect in respect of the Contracts to 
be transferred, assigned or novated. 

W Each Collateral Transfer Order shall apply and have effect in respect of the Non-Cash 
Collateral to be transferred to or to the order of the Clearing House or Clearing 
Member. 

au Each Energy Block Clearing Order shall apply and have effect in respect of the ICE 
OTC Transaction or ICE Futnres Europe Transaction in question and any resulting 
Energy Contract. 

ill Each CDS Clearing Order shall apply and have effect in respect of the Bilateral CDS 
Transaction in question and any resulting CDS Contract. 

ill Two separate CDS Physical Settlement Orders shall apply and shall have effect 
separately in respect of each of the CDS Contracts in the Matched Pail' that are subject 
to a physical settlement obligation. and the instrument to be delivered pursuant thereto. 

ill fg)-Transfer Orders shall apply to, and have effect as against and between, each of the 
following Persons, in respect of any patiicular Person only to the extent that such 
Person is a Participant 01' an Indirect Participant: 

(i) in the case of an Open Offera New Contract Payment Transfer Order, the 
affected Clearing Member (if it is a Patiicipant) and the Clearing House and, as 
from and after the time of irrevocability only, the affected Approved Financial 
Institntion; 

(ii) in the case of a CreditlDebit Payment Transfer Order 01' Insufficient Funds 
Payment Transfer Order, the affected Clearing Member (if it is a Participant), 
the affected Approved Financial Institntions and the Clearing House; 

(iii) in the case of an AFI-CB Payment Transfer Order, CB-AFI Payment Transfer 
Order, the affected Approved Financial Institution, the Concentration Bank and 
the Clearing House; 

(iv) in the case of a Position Transfer Order: 

(A) the Clearing Members (that are the transferor, assignor or person whose 
rights, liabilities and obligations are novated and the transferee, assignee 
or person that assumes rights, liabilities and obligations pursuant to a 
novation); 

(B) each Customer and Disclosed Principal Member affected by the 
Position Transfer Order which is an Indirect Participant (if any); and 

(C) the Clearing House; 

00 in the case of a Collateral Transfer Order: 
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,UU the Clearin g Member that is the transferor ofthe Non-Cash Collateral in 
question; 

!Ill any Custodian of the Clearing Member or the Clearing House; and 

LQl the Clearing House; 

(vi) in the case of an Energy Block Clearing Order: 

,UU each Clearing Member that has submitted or confirmed details of the 
ICE OTC Block Transaction or ICE Futures Europe Block Transaction; 

!Ill anv Affiliate of the Clearing Member that was party to an ICE OTC 
Block Transaction or ICE Futures Europe Block Transaction and which 
is an Indirect Participant (if any); and 

LQl the Clearing House: 

(vii) in the case of a CDS Clearing Order: 

,UU each Clearing Member that has submitted or confirmed details of the 
Bilateral CDS Transaction: 

!Ill any Affiliate of a Clearing Member that is or was party to a Bilateral 
CDS Transaction and which is an Indirect Participant (if any): and 

LQl the Clearing House: and 

(viii) in the case of a CDS Physical Settlement Order: 

,UU each Clearing Member in the Matched Pair: and 

!Ill the Clearing House_ 

ill Where a Transfer Order applies to an Approved Financial Institution, it shall also apply 
to and be effective against any Intermediary Financial Institution used by that 
Approved Financial Institution. 

(m) fht-Where a Transfer Order applies additionally to an Indirect Participant, the liability 
of any Participant pursuant to the same Transfer Order shall not be affected. 

Rule 1203 Transfer Orders Becoming Irrevocable 

(a) A Credit!Debit Payment Transfer Order or Insufficient Funds Payment Transfer Order 
shall become irrevocable at the time when the Approved Financial Institution sends a 
SWIFT confirmation message, other electronic message, fax, telephone or other 
message confirming that the relevant payment will be 01' has been made. 

(b) An AFI-CB Payment Transfer Order shall become irrevocable at the time when the 
Approved Financial Institution sends a SWIFT confirmation message, other electronic 
message, fax, telephone or other message confirming that the relevant payment will be 
or has been made. 
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Cc) A CB-AFI Payment Transfer Order shall become irrevocable at the time when the 
Concentration Bank sends a SWIFT confirmation message, other electronic message, 
fax, telephone or other message confirming that the relevant payment will be or has 
been made. 

Cd) Subject to Rule ~1205(e;t) and Rule 1207(d), an Open Offer1205(g). a New 
Contract Payment Transfer Order shall become i11'evocable upon an Approved 
Financial Institution sending a SWIFT confirmation message, other electronic message, 
fax, telephone or other message confirming that the relevant payment will beamount to 
which the New Contract Payment Transfer Order relates (as specified in Rule 
1202(e)(i)) will be or has been made. 

(e) A Position Transfer Order shall become irrevocable at the time when the definitive 
record of the long or short pooitienOpen Contract Position of the Clearing Member 
(that is the assignee, transferee or person that assumes rights, liabilities and obligations 
pursuant to a novation) is updated as a result of a successful position transfer clearing 
run in the ICE Systems to reflect the transfer. assignment or novation of Contracts 
which are given effect te--pursuant to the Position Transfer Order. 

ill A Collateral Transfer Order shall become irrevocable at the earlier of the time when: (i) 
the Clearing House receives the Non-Cash Collateral: or (in any related securities 
transfer order (which relates to the same subject matter as the Collateral Transfer Order 
but which a securities transfer order in a designated system for purposes of Directive 
98/26/EC which is not the Designated System) becomes irrevocable. 

W An Energy Block Clearing Order shall become irrevocable at the time that the Clearing 
House becomes patty to resulting Contracts with the Clearing Members in question. 
pursuant to Rule 401 (a)(iii) or (iv)' 

ili1 A CDS Clearing Order shall become i11'evocable when the time specified pursuant to 
the Procedures occurs for the acceptance of the resulting CDS Contracts in question, 
pursuant to Rule 401 (a)(x). 

ill A CDS Physical Settlement Order shall become irrevocable at the earliest of: (n the 
time when the Matched CDS Buyer in the Matched Pair has submitted irrevocable 
instructions to a securities system. depository. nominee or custodian for the transfer of 
securities to or to the account of the Matched CDS Seller: (in the time at which the 
instrument subject to physical settlement is delivered or assigned or at which physical 
settlement obligations are otherwise discharged: or (iii) if the Matched CDS Buyer or 
Matched CDS Seller has (in the absence of any Matching Reversal Notice or not later 
than one Business Day after any Matching Reversal Notice) given notice to the 
Clearing House in accordance with Rule 1511 or the Procedures (as applicable) that the 
relevant Matched Pair have settled the relevant Matched CDS Contracts. 

ill Eft-As from the time when a Transfer Order becomes irrevocable, it shall not be revoked 
or purpOlied to be revoked by any Paliicipant or the Clearing House and shall be 
binding upon all Participants. 

Rule 1204 Variations to Paymentor Cancellation Q( Transfer Orders 

W This Rule 1204 applies only to a Transfer Order that is not irrevocable and: 
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ill in the case of any Transfer Order, it is affected by manifest or proven error or an 
error that is agreed so to be by all affected Participants: 

(ill Ea) This Rule 1204 applies if an Open Offerin the case of a New Contract 
Payment Transfer Order, CreditlDebit Payment Transfer Order, Insufficient 
Funds Payment n'ansfer Order or Position Transfer Order that is net 
irrevocable.J1 relates to a Contract or Transaction which is: 

!Al fi}void ab initio pursuant to Rule 403; 

!Ill (ii)--avoided pursuant to Rule 404; or 

!i:l fili)-amended as a result of the Clearing House exercising its discretion 
pursuant to Rule 104 01' otherwise pursuant to these Rules,~ 

(iii) without prejudice to the generality of Rule 1204(a)(i), in the case of a Wee1dy 
CDS Clearing Order, if an errol' or omission is noted by 01' notified to the 
Clearing: House prior to the Acceptance Time or the data relating to any 
Bilateral CDS Transaction to which the Weekly CDS Clearing Order relates is 
otherwise capable of being amended in accordance with the Procedures: 

(iv) in the case of a CDS Physical Settlement Order, if a NOPS Amendment Notice 
is validly delivered by the Matched CDS Buyer in accordance with Rule 1505 
and Rule 1509: or 

W without prejudice to the generality of Rule 1204(a)(i), (m or om, in the case of 
an Energy Block Clearing Order or CDS Clearing Order, it relates to a 
Transaction which is not eligible for Clearing or which is not accepted for 
Clearing by the Clearing House. 

(b) NeitherSubject to Rule 1204(d), (e), (f) and (m, neither the validity nor the 
irrevocability of any Transfer Order shall of itselfbe affected by any event described in 
Rule 1204(a) occurring. 

,(g), The terms of all Transfer Orders that have not become irrevocable shall each be subject 
to a condition (which, if not satisfied, shall enable the Clearing House to exercise its 
rights under this Rule 1204) that that the circumstances described in Rule 1204(a) have 
not occurred. 

@ Ec) The terms of all Open Offer Payment Transfer Orders, Credit/Debit Payment 
TI-ansfer Orders, Insufficient Funds Payment TI-ansfer Orders and Position T1'B.-l:1-Sfer 
~iPf8 not become irrevocable shall each include the condition that the 
relevant TI-ansfer Order does not relate to a Contract described ith~cule 1204 (a)(i) to (iii). 
The amount payable orIf any of the circumstances described in Rule 1204(a) has 
occurred, the amount payable, Contracts to be transferred .01' to arise or SFD Securities 
or Non-Cash Collateral to be delivered pursuant to any suchthe affected Transfer Order 
relating to such a Contract and that has not become in-evocable may at the discretion of 
the Clearing House be rcduced or increased, decreased or otherwise varied, as 
necessary, to reflect the payments--6f", transfers, Contracts, assignments--6f", novations--ef 
Contracts, SFD Securities, Non-Cash Collateral or deliveries that would have been 
required: 
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ill in the case of Rule 1204(a1(j) applying. had there been no error: 

(ill ti}--ffi----tfie case of Pdl-:lc 1204(a)E-ij-jn the case of Rule 1204Ca)(ii)(A)' Rule 
1204Ca)(iD(B) or Rule 1204(a)(fi,0 applying, had no Contract or Transaction 
ever arisen 01' occurred;-Bf 

(iii) in the case of Rule 1204Ca)(ii)CC) applying. had the Contract always been 
subject to such amended terms as are agreed or determined: 

(iv) (H1-in the case of Rule 1204(a)(iii) applying, had the Contract ahvays booa 
subject to sach amended terms as are agreed or determined,details of the 
Bilateral CDS Transaction always been corrected or amended as permitted in 
accordance with the Procedures: or 

W in the case of Rule 1204Ca)(jv) applying and the NOPS Amendment Notice 
specifies an instrument to be delivered that is an SFD Security. had the Notice 
of Physical Settlement been originally issued as amended pursuant to the NOPS 
Amendment Notice 

(eaehany such variation. a "Transfer Order Variation"). 

W (dt-A Transfer Order Variation may be effected only by the Clearing House delivering a 
notice of amendment of an existing Transfer Order to all affected Participants. Valid 
delivery of a NOPS Amendment Notice in accordance with Rules 1505 and 1509 by a 
Matched CDS Buyer in a Matched Pair shall be deemed to constitute notice by the 
Clearing House for purposes of this Rule 1204Ce) in respect of a Transfer Order 
Variation to a CDS Physical Settlement Order. if the NOPS Amendment Notice 
specifies an instrument to be delivered that is an SFD Security. 

(6) This R~le 1204 does not affect the ability of the Clearing House to take steps giving rise 
to a nevI Transfer Order of opposite effect to an existing Transfer Order 01' part thereof 
in the event of any of the events described in Rule 1204 Ea1 occurring. 

(a) If an f"pproved Financial Institution notifies the Clearing House prior to a CreditlDe-hlt 
Payment Transfer Order becoming irrevocable otherwise than pursuant to this Rule 
1205 that there are insafficient funds in the relevant Nominated Accoant, the 
CreditlDebit Payment Transfer Order shall nonetheless become irrevocable and shall 
bind all relevant Participants hat only in respect of such amount as that Approved 
Financial Institution notifies to the Clearing House is available in the relevant 
Nominated Account (or such other amount, if greater, as is notified by the l\pproved 
Finmlcial Institution). 

(b) If a CreditlDebit Payment Transfer Order becomes irrevocable pursuant to this Rale 
1205, the affected Clearing Member shall notify (Of shall cause the relevant Approved 
Financial Institution to notify) the Clem-ing House immediately if any other amount is 
deposited in the Nominated ,A."ccount. Upon the Clearing House receiving any selCh 
notification, ml Insufficient Funds Payment Transfer Order shall m'ise in respect of 
such mnount 01' the amount 011tstanding in respect of the original Credit/Debit Payment 
Transfer Order, whichever is the smaller anlount. Insufficient Funds Payment Transfer 
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Orders shall arise upon any further amoants being received in the Nominated Account 
and notification being made from time to time until the ammmt due pursuant to the 
eflginal Cl'editlDebit Payment Transfer Ordcr has been paid to the Clearing Housc in 
fu.l-h 

(c) This Rule 1205 shall not affect the obligation of the Clearing Member to make payment 
to the Clem'ing House in respect of the full amount to ,,'{hich the original CreditlDebit 
Payment Trmlsfer Order related 01' the validity of mly Open Offer Payment Trmlsfer 
Order 01' Contraot. 

ill (0 LA.!l Transfer Orders that have not beoome i11'evooable shall be subject to the 
condition that they are not affeoted by manifest or proven effor. A Transfer Order that 
is affected by mmlifest 01' proven enOl' and that has not beoome irrevocable may be 
cancelled byIf any of the circumstances described in Rule 1204(a) has occUlTed. the 
Transfer Order in question may at the discretion of the Clearing House alternatively be 
cancelled. Any such cancellation may be effected en1y-by the Clearing House serving a 
notice of cancellation on all affected Participants. In respect of an Energy Block 
Clearing Order 01' CDS Clearing Order. such notice shall be deemed to have been given 
if the Clearing House (or. in the case of an Energy Block Clearing Order. any Market) 
rejects a Transaction for Clearing. 

W A CDS Physical Settlement Order shall be cancelled immediately and automatically if 
and when a copy is provided to the Clearing House of a validly delivered NaPS 
Amendment Notice specifying an instrument for delivery which is not an SFD Security. 

(hl Ebj-This Rule ~1204 does not affect the ability of the Clearing House to take steps 
giving rise to a new Transfer Order of opposite effect to an existing Transfer Order 01' 

part thereof in oases of manifest el'rorif any of the events described in Rule 1204(a) 
occur. No Transfer Order Variation shall preclude the cancellation of a Transfer Order 
in any circumstances in which a Transfer Order may alternatively be cancelled by the 
Clearing House. The ability of the Clearing House to cancel 01' vary a Transfer Order 
shall not preclude a Transfer Order Variation from taking effect. 

Rule 1205 Rule 1207 Termination of Transfer Orders 

. (a) Each Payment Transfer Order shall terminatebe satisfied immediately and 
automatically upon all payments required pursuant to the Payment Transfer Order 
being received in cleared funds 01' full satisfaction of the relevant underlying 
obligations is otherwise made, in either case not subject to any Encumbrances (except 
as envisaged under a Pledged Collateral Addendum), 

(b) Each Position Transfer Order shall tel'minatebe satisfied immediately and 
automatically at the same time that it becomes irrevocable under Rule 1203(e) 
(whereupon, without prejudice to the foregoing, all Contracts arising in connection 
v/ith the Positionto which the Transfer Order in question relates will have afisenbeen 
transfel'1'ed. assigned or novated pursuant to the Rules). 

~ Each Collateral Transfer Order shall be satisfied immediately and automatically at the 
later of the time when: en the Clearing House receives the Non-Cash Collateral in its 
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account: or (m the definitive record of the Permitted Cover transferred by the Clearing 
Member that is the transferor is updated in the ICE Systems to reflect the successful 
transfer of Non-Cash Collateral to or to the order of the Clearing House pursuant to the 
Collateral Transfer Order. 

£ill, A CDS Clearing Order or Energy Block Clearing Order shall be satisfied immediately 
and automatically at the same time that the relevant resulting Contracts arise under Rule 
401 (a). 

W A CDS Physical Settlement Order shall be satisfied immediately and automatically at 
the time when the Clearing House updates its records of the relevant CDS Contracts in 
the ICE Systems to reflect that either physical delivery of the security in question has 
been completed or the delivery obligations of the pm1ies under the relevant CDS 
Contracts have otherwise been discharged or settled. 

ill Ee)-If a CreditlDebit Payment Transfer Order 01' Insllfficient Fllnds Payment Transfer 
Gfdef-becomes irrevocable in respect of the same obligation to which an Open Offel'~ 
New Contract Payment Transfer Order relates, the Open OfferNew Contract Payment 
Transfer Order shall automatically be terminatedsatisfied and shall not become 
irrevocable. It is acknowledged that New Contract Payment Transfer Orders will 
generally terminate in accordance with this Rule 1205(f) when standard Clearing and 
payment processes apply. 

W Ed) ,Adl Open OffeFA New Contract Payment Transfer Order relating to an Energy 
Contract shall terminatebe satisfied immediately and automatically if and at the point 
that the relevant Energy Transaction or Contract is transferred or allocated to another 
Clearing Member pursuant to Rule 40 1 (a)(viii) or Rule 408(a)(ii). 

Rule 1206 Ruk 12{)8 Provision of Information by tlte Clearing House and Clearing 
~Participants 

(a) The Clearing House and any Pm1icipant must provide, upon payment of a reasonable 
charge, the following information to any person who requests it, save where the request 
is frivolous or vexatious, within 14 days of a request being made: 

(i) details ofthe Designated System; and 

(ii) information about the Rules relevant to the functioning of the Designated 
System. 

(b) The Clearing House will provide a copy ofinfOlmation referred to in Rule -hWS1206 (a) 
to any Clearing Member upon request. 

Rule 1207 /1:ul:e-1-U}f)-Notice to tlte FSA and Bank of England 

(a) Any notice which under Rule 204(a)(viii) must be copied to the FSA and Bank of 
England, shall be sent to the following addresses: 

(b) FSA: 

Manager, Clearing/Settlement 
Markets and Exchanges Division 
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Financial Services Authority 
25 The NOlih Collonade 
London E 14 5RS 
Fax: 020 7676 9735 

(c) Banle of England: 

The Senior Manager, Payment Systems Oversight 
Financial Resilience Division, HO-3 
Bank of England 
Threadneedle Street 
London EC2R 8AR 
Fax: 0207601 3217 

(d) Any such notice will only be effectively served, filed, made or provided and delivered 
to the FSA and Bank of England: 

(i) if sent by post, on the fifth Business Day (or tenth Business Day in the case of 
airmail) after the day on which it was deposited in the post, full postage prepaid, 
in a correctly addressed envelope; 

(ii) if delivered in\ person to the officer or depmiment specified, at the time of 
delivery or, if not delivered during business hours on a Business Day, on the 
following Business Day. 

(e) Any notice by fax shall not be effective until hard copy confirmation is served pursuant 
to Rule -hW91207(d). 
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